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For thousands of years, human beings have used their minds to create artworks, but I have always been
skeptical about the biological calculation of such minds. Although human beings have created countless
brilliant artistic miracles on this road, I still can't ignore the inherent shortage of brain calculation. The single
linear inner closed-loop system, predictable and qualitative, is severely limited by human physiological inertia
and empirical logic. Whether it is petroglyphs, sculptures, oil paintings, prints, Chinese paintings, calligraphy,
or even children's paintings, no one can jump out of this shortage. Since the 1970s, there has been an argument
in the art world: painting is dead. In fact, painting itself is not dead. What is really dead is that biological
computing itself, which cannot break through its defects. Artists are trapped in the abyss and cannot find the
new energy for creation. An old saying: the combination of Chinese and Western, which is a false proposition,
is tantamount to inbreeding. From a global perspective, all biological computing of human beings is in a large
system of internal circulation. Chinese biological computing and the one of West are born by the same mother.
Of course, due to differences in race, culture and concept, the appearance of artistic languages is different, but
the internal grammar and logic of biological computing are basically similar.
Mathematical laws, biological sciences and physics have proved that a thing cannot produce self-subversive
changes from its interior. A truly significant change must be led by the intrusion of heterogeneous factors,
infiltrating the interior, and detonating the system, like a sperm entering an egg to create the new life. So, what
kind of heterogeneous factors can effectively intervene in biological computing and ignite new possibilities?
Art history tells us that every major artistic evolution is the result of the development of civilization, and that
a truly good work of art should embody the DNA of the corresponding civilization. In today’s information
age, the core things of human beings are all based on artificial operations. The core of operations is algorithms.
Our era should be literally called the “algorithmic age”, the earth revolves around the sun, and the sun revolves
around algorithms.
What I need is to let the computing burst out its own creativity, become the main body or the component of
the main body, break down the shortcomings of biological computing, let new light come in, and explore new
possibilities in visual art.
I designed a path in my own direction, experimenting in several stages. In order to be able to use computer
operations in depth, I first trained my brain into a "flesh chip".
Over the years, I have collected millions of pictures in various fields, including art, medicine, astronomy, news
pictures, daily photography, etc., which almost involved all. Spending several hours a day browsing pictures
at high speed, stimulating the brain with full immersion, performing high-speed and repeated stimulation, is
simply a demon-like crazy "brainwashing", allowing the brain's optic nerve synapses to continuously generate
high-speed network links. After such intense stimulation, my visual judgment ability increased rapidly, even
in the endless stream of chaotic images, I could quickly retrieve high-quality images.
Next, I took a "witch-like" approach, letting the brain put pictures into an imaginary virtual space and perform
operations.
I put on a blindfold, plugged my ears, closed my eyes, and blocked my senses as much as possible, so that I
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could concentrate on the pictures in my memory and conducted spacial meditation. The purpose of meditation
is to train the brain to develop a function: to remove the texture, color and shape of the image, let it become a
pure virtual digital matrix, through the imagination, throw it in the illusory space of the mind, and then let the
different matrices play operation.
I trained my meditation power while learning, trying to put the invisible and subtle digital matrix into a huge
meditation space, even a tiny shape as big as the tip of a pin, I could put it into a "galaxy-like" complex body
with rich content. It is literally "to see a world in a grain of sand." The refined imagination power of the "flesh
chip" is improved, and it can conduct more detailed and in-depth thinking on the subtle or ultra-subtle world.
And more importantly, it can make operations between matrices. The training of this ability is very important:
I can quickly put all the images I see into a huge illusory space and put them directly into a data model for
calculation. Of course, strictly speaking, this kind of operation is not the operation itself, but the mind makes
a high-probability prediction for the result of one or more operations.
Finally, I'll choose the most ideal "flesh computing" to run in a computer. My God, a miracle has appeared, it
is really unique: the soft willows and bright flowers emerge in the new village, and I feel that the world
suddenly opens up, without restriction and limit. In computing work, without any emotion, feelings, and
thinking, experience, prejudice, and preference, attack in all directions with no restraint, like a galloping horse
descending from the sky, countless tentacles rambling into all possibilities. At this time, the visual judgment
I have trained is very effective, enabling me to quickly pick out the pieces of operation that most excite my
nerves and use it as a work. My work room is messy, and I don't have the time and energy to tidy up. However,
the workbench where I put my computer is always kept absolutely clean and spotless. The purpose is to always
remind myself that it is an empty cup to raise things: clean your mind and do new experiments easily. As if
people are in the coordinates, they keep returning to the origin, (the X value of the origin is 0, the Y value is
0, I jokingly call myself "after zero generation.") At any time, I can clear and dismantle all existing concepts
and ideas to march towards any new possibility in the future.
What will happen in the future?
The answer floats in the wind.
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